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Brenner el al.[1) compared the systematics oftlie empirical ratio (f), 
with the calculated P factor for nudei with• atomic number•A > 200; 

· Here, (e) is the nuclear quadrupole deformation, ( ~) is the pairing gap
parameter, and P = (~r:r;,.>) ,where N~ and Nn''ar~ th~-v~lence·p~otons 
and neutrons numbers respectively.· The•P-factor: can be viewed aspro
portional to the ratio: of the valence p-n interactions to the pairing inter-· 
action . Thus; it is logical to eXpect P to be correlate<\with an empirical 
measureoftheratio7L).·.· · ·· _:_., ·:,- · ·.·.'.·,. _' ,·_; ·.· . \A . . . .· " 

Actually, it was observed [2] a· remarkable correhition. between_th~ 

emi>irical values of ( i), and~he_ P-factor for all e:'~ll:~e.v~n O,uclei fo~.z = 
42- 98. Nevertheless, these authorsobserved[1] that theP~factorvalues 
intheactinide region, can not reprodllce qt{ite well~th~ experimelltaL(f} · 
systematics \"ithin the framework of .traditional shell closures, Z=82, 
126 and N :;:= .126, 184. They have f~und that the P factor. systematics 
reproduces. more accllrately the features. of the experime~tal ratio if a 
shell ,closure is presumed at N=;=164. .. . . . 

'J:'his result is .V~ry,interesting because, studying the decay properties 
of several new isotopes with.atomicnumber Z. = 106, 108, 110 and 
neutron numbei near i62, it has been established [3, 4, 5 i a hllge increase 
of their stability as compare to. th.e predictions of models which do not 
take into account the presence of anew:shell [6, 7 ). 
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Furthermore, the a-particle ene~gy measured [5,8] for the N=163 
isotope 273110, (Ea > 11 Mev) provides direct and convincing evidence 
that a neutron·shell'closure indeed exists and is located at N=162 and 
not at a higher value of N. The Ea value for 2731~0 would have been 
about 1 Mev lower ifthe shell closure had occurred at N> 162. 

_ The eXistence of a new shell closure with.N=162, had been predicted 
in several theoretical papers [10,11,12). But, in contra.St with the con
clusio~ of Brenner' et al.[1), the predicted new shell-ought be deformed, 
not spherical. ·' 

Experiments like [3,4,5,8,9] do not give the possibility to conclu9e if 
the new shell with N=162 corresponds to a spherical ~hell or to a.de
formed one. However, the coincidence between the experimental values 
of such quantities like, a-decay energy, half life, etc, with the theoreti
cal predictions( see for example [11]), gives an indirect indication of the 
possible deformations of these nuclei. 

In [1], the authors did not discuss why they called spherical the shell 
wit~:N=164. Apparently, the onlyone reason is that they got the value 
N=164 froni work[13), where an improved parameter fit for the deformed 
nuclear potential is made. But, if you look at fig.5dn [13), you will 
observe that there were emphasized the possible spherica1 neutron shells 
with N=126,136,170,184,and 196, but any with N=164. Certainly, there 
is a shell emphasized with·the number 164, but it corresponds, to a proton 
shell (Z~164). . - . ·• . · . . . 

· In addition, an important property of these heavy nuclei with N near 
I . . ' . ' ' 

164,is their fission-ability.· The fission process is characterized by a rather 
sharply defined threshold energy, referred to as the fission barrier. In 
[13], it is stressed that the d.etailed dependence of the barrier on :N and 
Z appears not to be reproduced by their model( se~ page.62,5-in [13]). 

. On the other hand, Brenner et al[1] noted that a, deformed subshell 
gap at N =152 could influence the fine 'structure observed around the 
proton number Z=90[see fig.2 in [1]). Because the influence of the de
formed sheil with N=162, may be stronger that this one with N:::;152 
[11), we would expect that the P-factor'values be influenced by that· 
shell. Moreover, the differences in the P-factor values calculated for. a 
supposed shell with N=164, are not 'dramatically 'different from :those 
ones calculated considering a shell with N=162. 
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In any case, it is. not clear how to demonstrate the sphericity or not . 
of someshell on the basis only of the nucleon numbers in the shell clo- ' 
sure. From the results obtained by Heiss et al.[13,14), it follows that the 
same magic.numbers can be reproduced with pure quadrupole deformed' 
hamiltonian, or .with a combination of this hamiltonian with higher mul-
tipoles. .· · · . . · - . 

So, it is my opinion that the results of Brenner et al [1] could be 
interpret a ted as a possible confirmation of the presence. of a deformed 
shell with N=162. 

I am specially grateful to Dr.Yu;Lazarev for his outstanding com
ments and to Drs.Yu.Lobanov· and R:Nazmitdinov for important discus
sions about· this paper. 
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